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One Reading Left To Go
On Student ’Rights’ Bill
member of Homecoming Committee; William Butler, member of
After one month of adding Human Relations Committee.
FACULTY BOYCOTT
amendments, making deletions, and
doing a general word-by-word disHeard from Jules Loventhal,
section, Student Council Wednes- grad ua t e representative, and
day finished the second reading of George Smith, student speaker,
the Student Bill of Rights.
that April 26 has been designated
Council next week will go by the Student Mobilization Comthrough the formality of the third mittee as International Student reading and then forward the docu- Faculty Strike Day. Both asked
ment to the Student Activities council to support the activity
Committee of Academic Council.
which would encourage students
During the third reading no and faculty to boycott classes on
amendments may be offered and April 26. Council took no action on
council must either accept or re- the request.
Allocated $100 to KXCP-AM,
ject the document as a whole.
student radio station affiliated
BAN GUNS
with the Experimental College.
Council ended discussion by ac- Money will be used to build sevcepting an amendment by Mike eral building transmitters to boost
R ut z, graduate representative. the station signal. KXUP will bewhich would prohibit any student. gin broadcasting again in two
from weeks.
including student police,
carrying firearms on campus. Also,
Approved a special allocation
the president of the college will of $150 to send Doris Nishinaka to
"make every effort to discourage represent SJS in the 1968 Coluse of plain clothes police officers legiate Gymnastics Championships
on campus." The president also for women, being held this weekwould be the only one to have au- end at Southern Illinois Univerthority to summon police onto the sity, Carbondale, Ill.
campus.
--Heard
is
suggestion
from
In other action council:
Tony Quintero, senior representa--Gave approval for the forma- tive, to begin issuing athletic privition of a Kennedy for President lege cards instead of making stugroup on campus.
dents buy the higher priced ASII
appointments
of cards.
- Approved
Noreen Futter, chairman of the
KITE CONTEST
Election Board; Jolie Wineroth,
Took no action on a challenge
member of Academic Fairness
by Cal State, Fullerton, to particiCommittee; Cynthia Ann Coutts,
pate in kite flying contests to be
held in Corona Del Mar.
Heard a report by ASB President Vic Lee that the Board of
Trustees is investigating the feasibility of lowering physical education requirements needed for graduation.
Was urged by Earl Hansen,
The work-study program at SJS student speaker, that council inmay face a cutback this fall due vestigate administrative plans to
to a reduction in federal funds.
use the bookstore for a computer
William M. Fox, financial aids system once the new College Union
counselor, said SJS is appealing Is built. Hansen claimed that the
the cutback to Washington and bookstore was built with ASB
added that he is "very optimistic" funds, and therefore the student
that the funds will he restored. body should be consulted before
"This has happened in the past," such a reive is made.
he said.
The federal government reduced
next year’s allocation by 20 per
cent, according, to Fox. If funds
are not restored the number of
participants in work-study will be
reduced from the present 1500 to
about 1200 students next year.
Light sentences were imposed
Students now holding workstudy jobs will not be affected by yesterday on 18 persons arrested
any cut, accoiding to Fox, but during last semester’s Dow Chemfewer students will be accepted ical and Marine recruiting demnext year if the money is not onst rat ions.
The individuals were convicted
restored.
The total budget for this year’s on a host of charges ranging from
program, which expires June 30, attacking police officers to deis about $1.25 million, with 80 per stroying state owned property durcent coming from the federal gov- ing the two demonstrations last
ernment and the remaining 20 per fall.
Dr. David Eakins, assistant prof.
cent paid by the state and parof history at SJS, charged with
ticipating agencies, Fox said.
Students in the program work battery and disturbing the peace,
either in campus offices or in non- was sentenced to pay is $190 fine
profit agencies in the county, such or serve. seven and a half days in
jail. An ex-SJS student, Bruce
as school districts.
No official reason was given for Jones, 581 S. 12th St., originally
the cut, but Fox indicated that charged with defiling the Amerthe problem probably was a dis- ican Flag, resisting arrest and
disturbing the peace, was senproportional allocation of funds.
Most schools, he said, apply for tenced to 15 days in jail, to be.
more money than they actually served on weekends.
WEEKEND TERMS
need in the hope of getting what
All following jail sentences will
they want, he explained, and consequently some schools get too be served on weekends.
Ira Meltzer, suspended SJS stumuch money while others (I() not
dent and self styled revolutionary,
receive enough.
"Everything has to he equal- was sentenced to 10 days in jail.
ized," Fox said, before SJS’ funds Sentenced to 15 days were Richard
Kaufman, 19, of 2295 E. San Fercan be restored.
nando St., and Theodore Smith.
28, 403 S. Eighth St.
Margaret Westfall, 21, of 405 S.
Eighth St., was sentenced to 10
days.
Philip Stevens, 24, 2295 San Fer"Dr. St ran,;( hive, er. How I nando Rd., received a seven day
Learned to Stop Worrying and sentence, while Allan "Nick"
Love the Bomb" will Ix) tonight’s Kopke. 25, of 581 S. 12th St., and
Friday Flick at 7 and 10 p.m, in Robert Avakian, 24, of 1964 MarMorris Dailey Auditorium. Admis- ket Ave., San Pablo, were sension is 40 cents.
tenced to five days in jail.
The film stars Peter Sellers,
Benjamin Falk, 21, of 114 S.
Sterling Hayden, and George C. 11th St., was fined $190 and put
Scott.
on a year’s probation. Audrey
Friday Flicks ate sponsored by Eckhardt, 21, of 763 S 11th St.,
Alpha Phi Omega service fra- Iwas fined $125 and placed on a
ternity,
year’s probation along with
By PHIL STONE
Spartan Dully Staff Writer
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SJS Appeals
Fund Cutback

Calling the SJS President’s
terim Statement on Student Rights
and Responsibilities "a ’dee() of
lx)cause it’s so
Swiss cheese
full of holes," Earl Ilimsen yesterday announced he has considered
taking the ease of his suspension
from Radio KSJS-FM to the civil
courts.
Iiimsen claims SJS’ President
Robert 1). Clark’s student rights
statement, "has been grossly violated by faculty members of the
Radio-Television Department."
The 23-year-old Speech major
said he and two other students,
Mike Brinks and Jim Eagleson,
"were tried, convicted and sentenced in a secret session held a
week ago."
ACCEPT CHARGES;
"We were suspended," said Hansen, "for our involvement in what
has been called a "controversial
broadcast’ over Radio KSJS airwaves, Feb. 20."
"We were asked to accept
charges of airing an unauthorized
editorial, disrupting a classroom
activity, and organizing the staff
to fore() and coerce a change in
the station’s broadcasting schedule."

The students contended they
were not guilty of the charges.
Friday, March 22, they set up their
own "pirate" radio station, KXUP,
land plan to broadcast from the
’Student Union the week after
Easter vacation.
,

RESIGNATIONS
Several other student staff members from KSJS-FM immediately
resigned and joined KXUP in protest of KSJS-FM policies.
Wednesday, at the request of
Hansen. ASB Attorney General
Scott IeFavor met with Dr. Clarence Flick. KSJS-FM general faculty manager-adviser to confirm
the nature of the charges against
the students.
According to Hansen, the Attorney General said "Dr. Flick was
unspecific as to the definition as
well as the evidence of the
charges."
Ile said, "The faculty nibbles at
pacts of the Perisdent’s Interim
statement they want to use and
’ pay no attention to the parts they
find useless."
Hansen had no comment on an
informal Radio-TV Department
meeting he attended yesterday.

Sexuality Speech Ends
Dr. Hayakawa’s Visit
Phri,o by Dyr

DETERGENT ACTION occurred in the SJS
fountain yesterday morning when freshman
coed, Adna Louie, 19, churned up the soap
suds someone had donated to the cause. What
cause? Many students have discovered the fountain is the best way to beat the infamous San

^e Yo Jni

heat that has moved these students to
drape themselves on the campus lawns between
classes, or rather, in spite of classes. With or
without soap, the fountain is fast becoming the
favorite stopping off place for overheated students and clogs.
Jose

New Study Methods

SJS ’College of Liberal Arts
Will Seek To Stimulate Students

"The highest levels of sexuality I "Mating, like courtship, is richer
are only revealed through the high- I for human beings than for any
est level of communications . . . other animals. Sexuality is a perthe more there is to communicate son-to-person communication." Dr.
about a relationship, the richer Hayakawa explained that sexual
that relationship will be." Dr. S. I. imprinting involves communicative
Hayakawa told a group of stu- imprinting. A sexual bond for two
people is all the communication
dents in Concert Hall yesterday.
Dr. Hayakawa’s lecture on "Sex- they have shared. "In a human
uality and Semantics," concluded bond, the erotic is bound up with
his visit to SJS as the Experi- the semantic," he explained.
mental College’s Scholar-in-ResiMOBILITY
dence.
Regarding intelligence and moDr. Hayakawa explained that
bility, Dr. Hayakawa said "Mobil"Communication is a necessary
ity brings you into contact with
part of sexual behavior for all but
many more aspects of the environthe most rudimentary forms of
ment . . . this gives a person exlife. Good communication is at the
panded opportunity for information
heart of good sexuality." Comgathering and therefore intellimunications occur early in life and
gence."
have a strong influence throughOne important aspect of man’s
out. "Just as we learn to swim by
swimming, we learn to communi- sexual activity as compared to
cate by communicating," the schol- most lower animals is that man’s
ar explained. It is extremely im- is non-seasonal. All the other aniportant for children to be allowed mals have a sexual period, Hayato communicate with other chil- kawa said. The scholar cited the
porcupine and the sea lion, both
dren and adults, he said.
who only mate once a year. "But
BASIC PATTERN
man can be sexually aroused at
The family should form the almost any time," Dr. Hayakawa
basic pattern for learning and re- said. "Human beings are just about
lating what has been learned, he always interested in sex
’Never
said. Television sometimes inhibits on Sunday’ is not a biological rule,
this situation.
it is a professional one," he
One of the purposes of sexual ac- quipped.
tivity in the human being is the
"creation of social cohesion . . .
recreation," Dr. Hayakawa said.
The other, of course, is reproducInterviews for Chairman of the
tion.
"Courtship for human beings is ASB Parents’ Day Committee and
an intense communicative process 11 committee; members will be held
. . young people compare each on Monday in the College Union.
other’s action towards the world 315 So, 9th St., from 3:30-5:00
and assessments of patterns of p.m. All interested students are in1vited to try out for either position.
sincerity or insincerity," he said.

"The students go to the university. i Juniors will mainly work through
and they’re all made out of tickey- independent study with the tutors’
taekey and they all look just the help. Seniors will be engaged in
group study projects, and they will
same."
The ballad was aimed at the collectively file the results of their
mundane routine of classes that investigations into contemporary
meet MWF and have two midterms problems.
The results of both individual
(one objective and one essay) and
By BILL GALSTAN
are taught by professors whose and group projects will be pmSpartan Daily Staff Writer
names the students can hardly re- sented to the campus at large in a
A folk song which was popular
series of lectures, panel discusmember,
a few years ago ribbed modern
sions. exhibitions, concerts, and
’TICKEY-TACKEr
edtteat ion something like this:
publications.
Fortunately, another step is beThrough the planning of study
ing taken here at SJS to combat
projects, students are expected to
tickey-tarkey education. About 200
help plan their education, rather
students next fall will be enrolled
than have it spoon-fed.
in a "College of the Liberal Arts,"
The expected results of these
a program which seeks to stimueducational techniques were exlate faculty and students.
pressed by Dr. Hobert Burns, acaIt will be a program where studemic vice president: "’the student
Thomas Good, 22, of 22 S. 11th St, dents and professors meet in a
will develop confidence in his own
Kenneth Smith. 23, had his variety of study situations. They
intelligence and creative initiative
choice of $125 fine or five days in will concentrate on liberal -- or
and will discover the joy of learnjail. Dennis Harvey, 24, 1717 Sil- general
education, the focus of
ing."
verwood Dr., was handed a $95 which is man and his relationship
fine and put on a year’s probation. to society and nature.
One of the cornerstones for the
PROBATION
Thomas Fink, 19, of 1225 Santa program is the method of study.
Paula Ave., was sentenced to a Students will not only hear lecyear’s probation and received a tures, but they will also participate in seminars, individual confer$190 fine.
James Hurst, 22, of 390 E. Santa ences and field trips.
Clara St., was put on a year’s proLIVE TOGETHER
bation and Donald Kantor, conMost of the students will live tovicted earlier for a part in the gether in one of the dormitories,
!Student Council members for the
By PAT REE8
Marine recruiting demonstration, and many of the activities are
way they handled themselves
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
was sentenced for both demonstra- planned to take place in the dormI Wednesday." Coil ncil finished
tions at this time. He was handed itory itself. Thus it is hoped that
With a total anticipated income
the budget
two $125 fines and two five-day students will not draw a distinction of $622,991 to work with, Student labout one-third of
1Wednesday, he said.
jail sentences to be served con- between learning in the classroom
Council began deliberation on the
Watts said if Council proceeds
secutively.
and learning in everyday areas of
1966-69 budget Wednesday night. expediently with the ASH constiThe sentencing of Douglas their lives.
The beginning session contained tut ion next week, it should be
Degher, 24, was held over to
During the upper division years,
controversy except for the able to complete the budget this
April 5
students will lie a,..ned tutors. little
final item discussed. Graduate year.
Representative Jules Loventhal
Council members expect the
proposed that the total budget for most controversial issue to
the
the Intercollegiate Rifle Team belapptopriations for the Men’s At h eliminated. He said, "The ASH letic Department. A movement to
should not support any orgamza- drastically reduce the size of that
Arrouni
Budget Committee Council
budget was started by Loventhal
lion that uses guns."
Account
Requested Recommendation Approved
Obviously angry, Graduate Rep- Wednesday.
Total Amount
$659,866.27 $622,991.00
resentative John Ogle replied.
(TT ATHLETICS
ASS Awards
5,570.00 5,570.00
5,570.00
"The council should not make a
ASB Election Board
200.00
200.00
200.00
Loventhal said he thinks the
11Mrat judgment on every issue."
ASS Executive Council
6,455.00 6,155.00
6,455.00
Ili. said council would lose the entire budget is not representative
ASB Intercultural Steerinterest of the student body in of the students. "It has an overing Committee
3,735.60 3,735.60
3,735.60
indulgence toward the athletic dethat way.
ASS Legislative Council
3,505.00
2,505.00 1,755.00
During the debate one member rirtment," he said.
ASB Student Activity
The athletic department releft, breaking the quorum. This
Board
80.00
80.00
80.00
left the discussion open until next ceives $144,000 in student funds.
ASB Public Relations
1,400.00 1,400.00
2,400.00
while the next highest allocation
week.
Art Gallery
504.55
504.55
504.55
is in the $50,000 bracket and goes
WATTS PROUD’
Co -Recreation
2,967.00 2,967.00
2,967.00
to the College Union Program
College Union
17,536.50 17,536.50
17,536.50
Watts
George
ASH Treasurer
Board, he argued.
College Union Program
finish
to
desire
the
has expressed
"The difference is so great as
Board
80,070.00
69,000.00 71 000.00
the budget before the present to prejudice the whole budget. My
Homecoming Committee
2,992.00 2,992.00
3,163.00
e ’dried leaves office on May 13th. intention is to convince you to cut
He said he was "very proud of the athletic budget and make it
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the second
story about the new College of the
Liberal Arts, which was approved by
Academic Council this week. Today’s
article deals with the study techniques that the new program will
use. A story in Monday’s Daily will
report on the new curriculum.

Dow, Marine Protesters
Given Light Sentences

’Dr. Strangelove’
At Friday Flicks

H.an.sen May Seek
Civil Court Action

Parents’ Day

Council Begins Budget Debate;
Member Blasts Rifle Allocation

Approved ASB Budget

up in cultural affairs," he told
council,
Loventhal said he would like to
see $70,000 cut from the athletic
department budget. SJS will be
"taking a step backward unless
this is done," he said.
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Council will discuss most of the
remaining budget before it will
deal with the athletic department.
Appropriations for the transition
retreat in which outgoing ASB
officers and incoming ASH officer’
meet for a weekend to discuss student government, was deleted from
the budget.
No recommendation was made
to make funds available for parttime ASH public relations personnel.
The budget committee had approved $38,11E for programs and
events under the College Union
Programs Botu.d. Council approved
$3,919) increase in that appropriation.
Connell also approved amendments to budget appropriations
dealing with trophies, publicity,
pieiters and the like. A stipulation
WM< made that the words "uponsored by AS13" be placed on such
items.
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Staff Editorial

Return ASB Prestige
tigious position on campus. But the in ability of recent councils to work hard to
settle campus problems, as well as its own.
has tarnished the shine. The candidate.,
ninst be willing to work hard to regain the
prestige ASB gess eminent deserves.
All qualifies! persons are urged to run
for office. But all prospt.ctive nominees
lerstand the duties and responshould
sibilities+ of office. and the sacrifices they
will hase to make to hase an effective
P. S.
student government.

it’s ....Her than you think. A II elections
are on May I and 2. In the next short
th candidates will announce their
candiflaey for office, will conduct cane
paigus. and some will finally he elected as
new All officer,.
But before. the candidates enter the camto
paign trail., then. are sewn’,
atossered.
be asked and
If
h. an, Ii, ealididai,., %%ming to
serse a full term its office? Are they willing to work %ills people who may have
different political ideas and a ho may. in
general. be hard to get along stills? Do the
thas student gosermitent
candidate,.
is a demanding kik rciptiring..1 great deal
of time? Arc the candidates nil ling to take
fewsr uniis MAI 1’sr. perliap. cen delaying their :tr of lZradii.,ii.m? \re they
willing to see their gra.I.. point ,i,erage flip
-10111.111 .aisssrnbeent1,1. iii ins
n
ment litisine? \\ ill the candidate - set.
the %thole stisslent bosl. slot ill,1 souls’
campus organizations? Will the candidates
work hard etion.:11 to actually he worthy
of the pr.’ -ti’ i lox expert from their prospectiNI.
1 candid 1., i- ,lecicil ii, seine the ASB
for Rs,: -. im -1. 1.. Ilii- scar II of the 16
elected C111,11.1.11,- r1.-!UlIVII. SItIllente were
n
then apinii rt I. ,I In lake ilic ir p o .-itios.
Resignatien- -hoss that eandidato- did little
more. than %sash. the time ot the electorate.
A hat’s the Ilre of electing SnInt.frne if lie’s
g ’ g to resign in a short while.? The
st make up his mind that he
candidate
will wrIe his full Is-nil in office, no matter
him difficult the job 111.1% b eeollie. If he’s
lest N.illing to accept that responsibility’
then he -1 Irbil rim for office,
7,1seleist gos eminent members. %sheltie!.
this lie in the executive or legi-latise
liranch. will have to deal with people with
opposing ideas and phileesophie.a. There
As ill In. compromises. petty politic-. bickering. :mil a genuine dislike for fellow
aorker-. The inability of some people, to
get along n ith others caused resignations
from council this sear. Hopeful’s it won’t
nest sear.
Those sslio think student gliSernment is
a one-das-sai-week job .fre auslls mistaken.
Apart from VC/nine...I o afternoon council
it .,,,ernment members
111,,
. ..,
.,........tice meetings, base to
.1.. \ -It as official functimis,
and lia,. t..
a great deal of time insestigating -indent problems. It is the failure of past student an:sentiment members
to real ize i lii. fart that has mused their
floss al I.
Siatisiies lasso. sltown that student officers cannot take a full unit load of courses
and spend as much time a it Ii student government as the% should. Either grades or
performance in student gosernment a ill
stiffer. I- ’’ii those ulna its, reduce their
mitt loads NSW find their grade point
going flown. Those choosing Its rim
-11 office should particularly take
this fact into :termini.
Thcre has ISS11 a tendency by Slime .ASR
rs to aim their efforts toward foie
./4 titan of ills. S.IS society Officer.,
elected to -sr s’ the %hole etlitlent body.
1111. candidate- most be a Ming to vote for
iSe111.7, Whiell illaV Ilenei it the majority if
tlinnult the sole may hurt
St11111.111R_
speeific group- is Ifieh the candidate Imes
a certain los ans.
1-li olfieer
Bvti
Is, he a pres-

"Captain Queeg ... I’m taking over the ship!"

Thrust and Parry

Where Was Council During the Crises?
’Council Pale, Troubled/
Editor:

The disgust and dismay I feel upon noting
the failure of Student Council to secure for
SJS students a workable constitution is almost consuming. Having watched the deliberations (which were few and far between and
the asinine inactivity the general rule, of
this year’s Student Council from the sidelines,
I am going to offer several brief, and hopefully to the point. opinions in the hope they
will get the bonfires of change burning on
this campus.
When President Vic Lee intoned that he
"Wouldn’t want the council to defeat the
constitution out of ignorance," he should
have done some soul-searching himself. Most
of the proposed revisions were finished last
spring, or last fall at the latest. What has
Vic himself done to keep the ball rolling?
When student council speaks of "voter education" I have to laugh out loud. With few
exceptions, it is the council itself that needs
help with comprehending the issues! Where
was the council during the Black StudentsHousing Discrimination -Football Game-

Of / 1... !

Crisis last fall? Where was council during
the first and second Dow Demon.strationCrisis situations? The ex-Vice President, Bill
Clark had an excuse; he’s the man who
never was. The President and Student Counowe the student body a better explanation.
And what of this so-called "student council?" Jules Loventhal, Mike Rutz, Jose Alvarez and several others seem both aware
and concerned; Bob Gottschalk seems concernesi -- but the rest of you act like a herd
of sheep in a snowstorm. ,Voter education?
Poppycock! We need council education!
Thanks to the hard work of a few persons,
there have been some major accomplishments
this year, but with the possible exception of
the reviscd Bill of Student Rights and Responsibilities, these accomplishments have
been largely outside the council and executive
offices themselves. The Experimental College,
the College Union Program series, Spartacamp, Intramurals ,and Communications-inResidence --- all stand as more or less signal
achievements. The inaction and example of
Student Council as a whole, on the other
hand, seems pale and troubled indeed.
Dick Miner, A488

’Tell It Like It Is’
Editor:
Referring to a letter in the Daily, March
27, the Young Republicans’ night of terror at
the Kennedy rally so graphically described
by Fred Atton deserves comment. Two of us
from Poltical Science were standing a few
feet from the incident mentioned. Having
waited in the patient crowd for half an hour,
we were discouraged to sec several people
maneuver into places in front of us.
Behold, they were Young Republicans who,
at the appropriate moment, raised their signs
of "friendly opposition," as Mr. Atton puts it.
("RFK for President" Ho Chi Minh.) As
anyone could have predicted, the signs were
removed, rather deftly, I thought.
If there was a mob "ripping and tearing,"
"screaming hysterically," "eyes wild with a
sense of crusading hate," I didn’t notice it.
Mr. Atton’s concern for children and babies
is commendable, although last fall I recall
Young Republicans pointing out that those
who provoke a crowd bear some responsibility
for the excesses that usually follow.
Tell it like it is, Mr. Afton. .
Kent Schellenger, Political Science

Staff Comment

Spartacamp Sparks Several Reactions
ll BARBARA NIcKINNEY
What you missed at Spartacamp this
year was the nostalgic togetherness of a
high school picnic. complete with free
sandwiches.
Sisartacattip in fart generated as nuieli
togetherness as Senator Bradley’s last visit
In our eampus.
The idea of students gathering for the
purpose of turning themsels es "inside out,"
flopped %%hen thes were confronted wills
the great transcendental thinker. Dr. Hobert Scott, who prosed in au hour and a
half that if one can pursue the golden i’s. ’
rellee up a steep hill. Ill) 0111. %ill bee ))))) e
expert ail talking aid] trees.
Too bad the felloss alio told Dr. Scott
he didn’t tidiest. I
isn’t allowed to
take the podium and haw his say. As one
person in the audience put it to the quoitfirmer: -This isn’t some kind of a radical
meeting. ans was."
The dismission groups were feeble at
tempts to find out %Its the world is insincere. -Let’s try this sensitisity training
thing.- :said one :student. "and mashie NV
Can break flossii a few. barriers." The Pillbarrassment %shirk ensued from the hatielholding experiment erf,ated es en moors’
barriers.
Carlback, the Jewish
Rabbi Schl

folk singer from New York, provided the
Saturday night entertainment in the form
of a smidtzed-up, evangelical revival
Carib:Irk Writer his own ego-involved
Is.ries to melodies often used by the Salvation :truly bands. He came e
with his outs front girls, too. who led the
group into at one hour frightful and impassioned dance.
Beartions to Spartamaimp ranged from a
"heavenly happening". to a super-charged
Sunday school session experience. Several
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impressions were:
"For the people who felt a ’part of
Spartacamp, it Was gnat, I didn’t feel it,
that’s all. For me the hest thing was the
beach."Spartacamp reminfh,d me of my Girl
Scout ehiss, except there were boys . .
whoopee. I think a college student is capable of making groovy things happen without having to buy a ticket. I’m just one of
those people who hates "organized fun."
I’m a dud at church picnics, too."
Room should be given for the positive
side of Spartacamp, too. After all, this is
the first time a bad line has been written
about it.
There were some people who voiced the
feeling that Spartacamp had ehanged them
hi some way, and that it was kind of hard
to verbalise.
"Spartacamp for me, began aro I noon
on Sunday when Rick Madsten sang.
Everybody was people. I was a part of a
C ..... monness I thought and spoke about
for years, but had never before seen. I
saw it at Spartacansp."
"In MI few moments I knew and felt and
cared and felt so good. ’Him was Spartacamp. It is hope and faith and now and
the future. It is a way of life. It is a
B. M.. G. T., J. B.

Just before fellow columnist, Mr. CrossEyed Rabbit, left the USA on a fact finding mission to Vietnam, he suggested that
students might like to hear about the latest
exploits of SJS’ hard-working, two-fisted,
student leader, Earl Handsome. the 23year-old Speech major recently suspended
from Radio KSOS-FM for acts unbec
ing a docile and weak-kneed staff member.
As everyone knows, Earl organized fellow students (in the greatest of American
tradition) to challenge the omnipotent,
omnipresent, omniscient faculty ruler of
,
KSOS.
As Cross-Eyed Rabbit and I caught up ’
with Earl Handsome she moves quickly
and wears a black mask over his eyes),
he had just finished trouncing a cafeteria
worker who had given the student before
him a skimpy serving of sloppy-joe at 35
cents a shot.
"It’s disgusting," Earl said. "Hardly
enough food to keep a man’s belly front
growling at him."
Lighting fast, he jumped over t lie
counter, donned an apron, dipped the
ladleinto .sloppy-joe sauce and dished out
the largest serving ever seen at the
cafeteria.
"Who’s the masked man with the silver
spoon in his hand?" asked a student (who
for the first time in his life had just received 35 cents worth of sloppy-joe.)
"Why that’s Earl Handsome," I replied.
"He goes around righting wrong and rocking the boat here and there at SJS."
"Gosh," exclaimed the student. "Ile’s a
combination Lone Ranger-Robin Hood and
Ralph Nader!"
Quick as a flash, in a cloud of kitchen
dust, and with a mighty "Hang High the
Dean of Students," the masked Handsome
disappeared before any of the (now well
fed) students could thank 1 .
The Rabbit and I followed Earl outside
the cafeteria where he immediately began
shouting at the Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds and Faculty Parking
Spaces whose motto is ... "If it’s good for
the students then something must be
wrong with it!"
"Give me one good reason why these
students can’t tack signs onto those towerStreet Halm trees?"
ins Seventh
Seve
The Superintendent sputtered, "Because
it’s against the r-r-rides."
A sly grin crossed the masked man’s
lips. "Have you done anything about getting the students something on which to
tack signs?"
"Ernr, wsw-well, u-u-umb . . ."
Handsome waved a hand to the Greeks
and Independents and Hippies. "Tack
away, people," he said. "And remember
the Boston Tea Party and Prohibition!"
The Superintendent vanished.
"Oh how the rats flee when confronted
with cleanliness and good," sighed a young
coed who had just tacked a "Save the
Redwoods" sign on the tree.
"Hey," said the Rabbit. "This can go
on all day, and anyway, I’ve got to catch
a plane for Vietnam."
I set the Rabbit down and he hopped
away. Out the corner of my eye I caught
Earl dashing toward the campus bookstore. Too tired to follow, however, I sat
down on the curb and chuckled. I could
almost hear the conversa
lie was haying with the bookstore manager ...
" ... What do you mean students can’t
get a 10 per cent discount in their own
book store? The faculty gets a discount
and they don’t even pay ASB fees. What
do you mean you can’t get the faculty to
turn in their book lists on time so the students can sell their used books at the
highest possible rates? What do you
mean ... ?"
Just before I got up to go back to the
Spat-tan Daily to hand ill this COIIIMIls I
saw the College President, the Dean of
Registration and the Deati of Students.
They were all crouched low and were
slanting from bush to telephone pole,
looking for all the world like they were
trying to avoid somebody. I wonder
. ?
who

..................
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9:45 a.m.
Morning Seminar
study and discuition of a unlaue
12:30 p.m.
International Students Dinner

BOOK SALE!

GARAGE
EUROPA

20.000 New Books
From Our Warehon.f.
50% To 90% Off!
More Out Every Day

"The Magical Wafers of Bethesda"

frifACIP,

in the church Educational Building, 3rd 8, San Antonio

Ks.

5:45 p.m. Evening

Cour* of Hume Lalur in a straight

Expert
Repairs

European
Cars hily

ra, Books Inc.ma

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Stevens Creek dr Wing-heeler

Forum

from -the shoulder euclusi. message for the

850 LINCOLN AVE.

205-0082

OPIN IVININOS & SUNDAY

1

BEADS
FINDINGS

CHAIN
FILIGREE

BeadWorld
121 S. First

OPEN DAILY, INCLUDING SUNDAYS 10 A.M.

6 P.M.
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Intersession Week Offers Workshops
An enjoyable way to gain one , Administration, will lead a work unit of college (actin this summer !shop to acquaint teachers with
is to enroll in one of many special [California narcotics problems
workshops offered during Inter’rhe Psychology Department ofsession Week, June 17-21. The fers a one-unit ccurse in "Conflict
programs are offered in conjunc- In Children and Adolescents."
tion with SJS Summer Sessions. Taught by Dr. Gene R. Medinnus,
Registration information may be ta.ofessitr of psychology, the course
obtained (corn the Sunancr Ses- [krussos ctoiliets arising from sosions Office, Adm. 143.
cial and educational values.
Dr. IttIra r,t P.0:4VIS, professor of
Dr. Court naey Brooks proft[s.,
%%ill acquaint stuof drama will teach a eke.- m
"Creathe Drama Willi For Chil- d( los cc ft ;in "Imaitute on Curdren." Creative Mammies, pup- rent Worlt I Midi! s." The course
.A1,1, political and
petry and ensemble reading arc will
economic problems. The workshop
featured.
Dr. Clarence Flick, associate is op;‘11 to upper division, gradu-.1udents and SeStelICIN.
professor of drama, heads a workshop dealing with educational telt,"Music of Other Cultures for
vision programs. The course will Children" is an introduction to
deal with production and prepara- Japanese, African, Indonesian, Austion of instructional television ma- [ tralian, Latin Amet[ican and Amerterial.
ican music for childten,
Richard C. Grace, assistant pro- slides, instrumental a n d vocal
fessor of Law Enforcement and music will be presented by Dr.

Free Brake Inspection
How are your brakes? Do they stop you safe and
sure, or do they chatter, squeal, or pull? In either
case, brake problems may be developing in your
car. You may not become aware of it until it’s too
late. So act now. Silva Service will give you a
complete brake inspection free! If problems are
detected, we will repair your brakes with genuine
Raybestos brake linings: the ones with the 40,000
mile guarantee. Raybestos linings helped score II
consecutive wins at the Indianapolis 500, so they
will certainly provide you with thousands of miles
of safe driving pleasure. Drive in today at boss]
Service and drive out in a safer car.

serving SJS
students for 35 yrs.

Expertly

78

S. 4th St.

We give and redeem
EZ Cash trading stamps

SILVA SERVICE

Late for Class?

Elizabeth May, music department.
Another music department workshop discusses "Instrumental Seoring-Jazz Arranging." Improvising,
scoring, and composing will be featured in this course, taught by
Alan Ferguson.
Techniques for stage band and
jazz ensembles will be coveted In
a workshop by Dwight Cannon.
instructor in music.
Assonant professor of music An-

Summer
Jobs
The 1.14111W1111g list of orgall
Ii011, in ill be on campus to interkiss students for swum.)r emplo,tI itent. Interested applicants
should go to the Placement Center, \dm 234 for an appointment.

Well Park It for You!

UNITED

0-1R.,tt3DI1NTB
PAMS HEAD SHOP’

Tiii.RSDAY

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17
Redwood Empire Council Camp
Fire Girl,:
Petaluma, Calif. W
men in recreation or other majors.

STEWARDESS
United has the World’s largest Jet Fleet, which means more
opporti nity to fly to more places and meet more people.

A United Stewardess holds a position of respect and responsibility and during her first year, she averages WS per month
plus expenses for 70 to 85 hours flying time.
After 51/2 weeks of training you may graduate to this exciting
life.
You may qualify if you are between the ages of 191/2 and 26,
5 ft., 2 inches to 6 ft., 9 inches in height, personable, attractive
with clear complextion, and single.

Campus Interviews Will Be Conducted
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 3
Contact the Student Placement Office
for an appointment
If this is not con,enient call the
Son Francisco Regional Employment Office
(415) 589-3822

kite
UNITED AIR LINES
1.11.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Yale Prof To Examine
Role of Researchers
Iloline
Vait
Prot.
a .ii ..iinine the i-t[.
(Jniversil
search scientist’s iole in solvinr; society’s basic inolileins. in a !midi lecture Wednesday
:it
in
EDI00.
The addiess, ’ pr,,ilui.i. and
note or Perish.- is sponored Icy
The Society ci 5 Si,,f1L1 Xi, ndiz,ilittp,
tional honot a s.
and The Stitmi [tic Research Society of Anit[
H011 Ile, I iroi 1.,si ,1’
11.111
I i.s.
enginoi.r111,_ ,It
,1
ecutive seri ,
11
,t
d,1
Dr. Ili
elate
us, is. , t
-Science lids
tell how ii,
US out.Prrics,,,i
Hal
hiin4. thy .
Ameiica
Vietnam, I, ,c 0., \ and sa
its economic s-steni.
" . . . We could Ids,. t Id. s!rugelc
to avoid being tallied Iu 1980 unless we solve certain hasic [wok
lenis now confronting us. The research scientist will have a major
role in determining if we shall con -

PAW Presents
Noon Forum

Chas. Pfizer & Co., San Francisco. Summer Marketing Program. Major: bus. admin. cc no will
complete junior year by summer
1968 and graduate in 1969. Will
travel.

Hopsack, our Spring cooler

T
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’
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I

ice"
Ii to

seek,
astantly

I

k4etheirilifi
LIJDE Third and
Clara

or Salad - Baked
ISoup
PotatO - Garlic Bread

Professors Against the War will
hold a noon forum today in C il.teria A and B.
Dr. M;11 1 , ci 1’,iii 1<
professor [. t [ii. i[[[.
mani
and Frec[1.1[11 Ni
for corr.,,,c, in the lbia .1
t ical
will talk on
Peace."

Ad u
p

Beverages Served.
you are!

4,100.freAbotiPt4

GRODINS RIGHTWEIGHT, NATURAL SHOULDER. HOPSACK SUIT TAILORED IN A PRESS -KEEPING BLEND OF DACRON" POLYESTER WITH

SPRING BREEZE. IT’S THE LOOK OF
COOL FOR THOSE SUMMER DAYS
LIGHTER SHADES OF PUTTY, OLIVE, GREY.

WORSTED WOOL TO FEEL LIKE A
FINE QUALITY WITH

As A

,

Vlek chemical co., Fairfax,
Calif. Sales Management training
[rani. Majors: liberal arts, bus.
inginc., mktg. who will complete
.tmi; r yeiir by summer 1968 and
!t..itte in 1969. U.S. Citizen. Will
t ravel.

TUESDAY. APRIL 16
Alameda’ in I rat Costa Camp
Eire Girls Dalnut
Creek. Women in suc. ci I P.E.,
aatian
and the arts. Minimum age 19,

Come, Fly With

13. liazdri.,a, associate professor or
industrial arts.
A cc cut se focusing on ,r
arts for elementary school
will be guided by Donald J. I ;ti;iiido, lssoeiate professor of industrial arts.
Dr. Alvin Lappin, professor of
industrial arts is in charge of a
wissIvoirking and furniture design
orksht It lot. junior and senior
i
liers.
lo[ai
,,idice swimming
95
mittpies will be
and
a high school and
[is. Miss Joyce
it
professor of
a will than the

TUESDAY

Santa Clara County Girl Scouts.
Any major with int,.re,t ie 0 kill,
unit V.., i,
int maim. ,
.n or kitchen helpers, Minimum ,IL;e 19.

295-8968

thony J. Cirone will head a workshop for percussion instruments.
Musical works will be analyzed
and pei formed. A course in vocal
improvement is also offered.
Industrial Studies department
offers a course for driver education teachers on the simulationphase in driver training. The
workshop is led by Edwin H. Darland, Industrial Studies Department.
Dr. Marland K. Strasser, professot. of safety and driver education
will instruct a seminar on traffic
safety.
Bookbinding and silkscreen techniques for the teacher and librarian will be taught by Parnik

EUROPE

WOVEN IN

AHEAD. HANDSOME IN

VALLE’ .’AIR a-

..;AN

1

CENI,ER

with Dr. and Mrs. R. Pimentel
Assistant Professor of German

$85

This Special Student Tour
; Departs June 19, 1968-44 days

FRIDAY, APRIL 19
Santa Cruz. Men in any major
with an interest in working with
handicapped children. Minimum
age 19.

Visiting: Amsterdam, Aachen,
Cologne, Heidelberg, Hothenburg,
Salzburg. Vienna, ljubjana, Trieste,
Venice, Florence, Sorrento, Capri,
Pompeii, Rome, Rattail, Nice,
Grenoble, Geneva. Paris, Versailles.
Fontainbleatt, London, Stratford
Oxford.

City of Fremont Recreation
Dept. Recreation, P.E. or other
majors.
-

Honeymoon Off
NI: \ V YORK I AP) -- Folk singer Joan Baez and her bridegroom say they’ll forego a honeymoon to resume their national
campaign against the military
draft.
"I’d rather keep speaking," Miss
Baez told a news conference.
Miss Baez, 27, and David Harris,
22, were married Tuesday. They
met newsmen shortly before they
wet due to depart for Boston to
continue their speaking tour.

Please obtain tour folder and information from
Foreign Language Department
or Helen J. Callahan, 1205 Camino Pablo
San Jose. Phone: 2954;56

IT’S O.K. TO OWE KAY!
Downtown
292 4910 Valley
24.5 3040 r

65

S. Fir’ I. St.

Fair Shopping Cr 14 ,r

Sunnyvole 200 S. Icc"-..c

SUMMER CAREER?

&

791-0591

9

If you’d like to test your abilities in a sales
career during
:summer between your Junior
and Senior Near, inquire about "OPERATION
TRYOUT."
"C7:;; ye .C.07S7 ......
Sdrk A rinekwsarv

INTERVIEW BY APPOINTMENT AT
CAMPUS PLACEMENT OFFICE
RM. 234 ADMINISTRATION BLDG.
The Union

114

Central life Insurance Co.
Citielutiali, I /kin

ALWAYS HAD THE
URGE TO PLAY
A GUITAR?
LET MOYER’S

ca.
UNBELIEVABLE
VALUE!
euvr ehoiee

$100

No Money Down

SI A Week

TEACH YOU
HOW
LAI’ha 41/41

If the house treasury is low and the drapes
on the front window are a drag, here’s a
stunt to keep in mind.
’rake an old sheet (perhaps your roiim.
mate’s) and cut it to fit the window.
Now set your work aside for a moment. and
have a Schlitz. Slat .s pure beer. eare
fully brewed to eliminate -beer bile. Back to the window. Should your

a?, yew ir 6"/
1961 55 USW 01.0414 la. Sinai,, rd dna

,Aal

Y/’

AIR

roommate object to your using her sheet
(she shouldn’t but she mav), simply collect
all the cm 1(1’, Schlitz cans left over from the
last beer pariy. Punch holes in the cans and
string them on wires across the window.
You’ll not only have a very -in- window,
but you’ll be pleasantly surprised at
the number of guys who’ll offer to
help make some more drapes.

ce.fotte/fare areeZiet ?,40,41:

I Month drum or guitar lesson
with this ad

800
reg.

Private lessons
1/2 hour lessons

12.00

MOYER MUSIC
84 E. San Fernando,
298-5404

Marquise Cut
Diamond
Bridal Sets
An inspiring choice of advance designs combined with
glamorous Marquis* Cut diamond beauty; rings that
alwaye may. never stray
tor maximum security.
Engagement and wedding rings are mterlocked. cannot
twist apart or turn. In 14IC white or yellow gold.

Downtown
Drauhry,

SAMILV.44zialark ’Aijazy,w42,1114.2aiii

7ag awe 7eided
The Graduate

_Ariii.

einepttgici

FINE ARTS EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the fourth in a series of fire
reviews of films nominated for this year’s Academy Awards. These
articles were written miclusively for the Spartan Daily. The Oscars will
be presented Monday, April 8.
Its HAM% hAISER
The Mike Nichols-Lawrence Turman production of "The
Graduate" will walk away from the Academy Awards presentations with more Oscars than any other film. The reason for this
coup will be the show’s director, Mike Nichols, and the film’s
theme, "people vs. society."
Mike Nichols has an uncanny understanding of the way
people really are and the way they react. And he is able to bring
this understanding to the screen. In "The Graduate," Nichols
demonstrates not only character interaction, but the relationship
of the people to society.
The presentation of this relationship is also what has made
the "Graduate" such a box afire success. The humor of the film
is in the Pat Paulsen vein of subtle ridicule, and the appeal of
"The Graduate" goes out to all the members of the RFKSmothers Brothers generation.
ci.t: tit SUREEN PLAY
iicrply written and almost too
c
The film’, clever to seem ;ea; at times; the acting is quite passable.
Anne Bancroft will easily win the Oscar for Best Actress for
the "Graduate." Her portrayal of the frustrated wife and adultress seeking release from social mores is quite effective, and,
besides, her competition is not that stiff.
Dustin Hoffman, as the honors graduate who finds it easier
to rebel against society than to join its iavamous put-on, produced a fine role in "The Graduate," but Steiger already has that
Oscar sewed up.
Twenty-five-year-old Katharine Ross has improved tremendously since her role in the psyvholi,a:-ii,II-mystery-loser, "Games,"
and her fresh personality and be:twilit! faee may lust win the
Best Supporting Actress award for her, ilath she and Hoffman
are able tit create a iterfoimano, that is always congruous with
the situation theyre in.
One of the 1110St memorahle scenes of the film
and there
were many of
us as when Hoffman took Miss Ross to the
iorc Wit"; both heatutiul
semi -topless niL:htchil,. 11,,r icaction
and believable.
BELIEVABLE SIT( ATIONS
The situ;ti.n
i lii- -m; alto’ all seemed fright,
believable, and th-y in.ke sa-iety seem terribly superlier,
funny how we hate to
I he 1,111 I Th- einematograpH
Ai the moment, When NaP1
also quite effective at tail,
Ross discovered the truth altout the at fat’ between her mother
I Anne Banerof It and the ,railtiate. the sudden shift of focus to
reveal the Pit lull state .1 her in,thia in the backAound erect
;the ..Im.
one of the most simi.
in -1 ritt, topt at the cinema in "Wh,, This I ilm,
Afraid of Virginia 1V;E!", I. a st-us slitsog fiesentatin
reactions in the
a,. not mellowed and the sit itO ii. The I -I -ti-ne in the movie is will Ii iu
ire not ,,telod
ut-i -oil .ini it is .1 itilaue 10 Nichols’ skill
total price
as a director.
You can either ha., 4.a hat "The Marinate.- but you can’t
,a ;;; il, ta the chaser.
sip it like I,

them-
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Woodwinds
To Perform
Tomorrow
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\101.10nPleture of the Year

*DANCING
*SHOWS
*FUN

TECHNICOLOR’

tomorrow

zind

fessor of drama, designed the
costumes.
"The play makes the point
that once you unleash an idea,
it is there forever," says director Dr. Davee.
of the key
lines in the play is ’What was
once theught can never be unt hough t !’
"The play deals with the problem which I think is very immediate: what will we do with
the results of science and techhe says.

in
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College

THE DIRTY
DOZEN
Pius

Downtown, San Jose
2 Lee Marvin Hits
MINI MATTRESS This one
with wings, studied by student
Jim Prill is part of a collection of winged pieces designed by
sculptress Robyn Martin now on exhibit in the Main Art Gallery
Until April 5. Other winged pieces include a mini car seat, a
life-size replica of an electric chair and a redwood sculpture of
Robyn’s own size I I, quadruple A feet.

YOU’VE TRIED THEM ALL
NOW TRY THE BEST!
SAL & LUIGI PIZZERIA
SPAGHETTI BAKED LASAGNE
HOMEMADE RAVIOLI &
GNOCCHI
MERCHANT LUNCHES
PIZZA

BEER & WINE

dancin
frilsat,
affirhinidea.ag..;.,s
Wee!

Baked Lasagne. Soup or Salad S1.35
w

frorn the

beer
pizza

DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE 347 S. 1st TAKE OUT ORDERS 297-1135
AMMO.

PONT BLANK

123 south thh
,ogst.
5.15C libtarY

Weekend Special (March 29-31)
ANN

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
Excellent opportunity for Above Average June
or Sept. Graduate with medium size Oakland,
California CPA firm.
Phone collect for inters jest.: 893-6908

KANGAROO COURT

"rocauniffritimigargnavviamiriromearm ,
h
!

-

aheei6es1
AkT FILM MOVIE GUIDE
295EXCLUSIVE
723B
ENGAGEMENT
BASCOM, BURBANK

COMM
525 S.

A.R.T.
25 WEST SAN SALVADOR
8:30
FRI. & SAT.

277.4797

In Concert:

Red litckiten
Friday, April 5 8:30 P.M.
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Tickets: $4.50 - $3.50 - $2.50
On Sale:
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
40 West San Carlos St. (Next to St. Claire Hotel)

365 E. Julian

CARg_CMR1

block north of
Engineering Building

I ir
CHANNING
JAMES FOX

qiE
MIL"

11.1,0touglilk"’
Reijj’E.R74

pro-

Durren-

Theater. Curtain time is 8:15.
The play is directed by Dr.
Paul Dawn professor of drama.
Richard Bylin, graduate assistant in drama designed the set,
Kenneth R. Dorst, assistant professor of drama directed the
lighting and Bethel., Pi kit, pi...

Thurs. thru Sun.

MARY TYLER

JULIE ANIDVEWS

4
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SPARTAN MUSIC
436 East WillIams

Ci.2. h

PARAMOUNT PICTURES.M.A.

WILD CO-HIT
LYNN REDGRAVE
RITA TUSHINGHAM
COLOR
MOD!’
K
TWO GIRLS

"SMASHING TIME"
RAC-

11111\

4th AND FINAL WEEK

klia\VINN
1433 THE ALAMEDA

WEEKEND SPECIAL

297-3060

AMERICAN PREMIERE PRE-RELEASE SHOWING
IF YOU LIQED ’A MAN AND A WOMAN’ AND "DEAR JOHN"
M:
YOU MUST SEE

We Don’t
Care How
You Come
To Angelo’s

SRO Presents BEATE DE55AL1 BOB ASKLOF

c-6
Anna My Darling
A Poignant Love Story For a Mature Audience
Distributed By SRO

Shaw -Rubin

Organization

SUSPEN
it

SIMONE SIGNORET
JAMES CAAN

Free Parking at 38 S. 3rd Street

GAMES"

coLo,

72 E. Santa Clara
Glass of Milk with Your Steak

STEAK
RIB. EYE
YORK112/1(

MARCH 29DAILEY
7 and 10
MORRIS
40,:
AT

1968
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Frederich

matt’s "The Physicists" will run
for its last two nights tonight

’A RIOTOUS REVIEW’

fry’reArid forhz

SUPER-P-ANA91510nr

of

CONDUCTOR

.1 dam

ofspeed and
sPecadd

’The tijaitita
duction

’SPECIALIST’

Arthur Weisberg, bassoon, has
gained nationwide acclaim for
his conducting. As a permanent
conductor and Musical Director
of the Contemporary Chamber
Ensemble at Rutgers University,
Weisberg is regarded as one of
the foremost exponents of contemporary music: today. He is
also on the faculty of Julliard
School of Music.
The Quintet was formed in
1948 and since then has maintained its pu,it ion in the field of
chamber

29,

Set This Weekend

Members of the quintet include: Samuel Baron, flutist,
who has won acclaim for his solo
and ensemble performances.
Baron, in addition to his work
with the Quintet, is a featured
performer with the New York
Chamber Soloists, the Galliard
Players, and the renowned Bach
Aria Group. As a recitalist,
Baron has traveled abroad and
has made numerous records.

David Glazer, who will play
the clarinet, is regarded as a
"specialist" in chamber music.
Glazer has won acclaim both as
a soloist with the major symphony orchestras and as a recitalist.
Playing the horn, will be Ralph
Froelich, the newest member ;r
the Quintet. While serving in the
army Froelich Wilt; the first hot II
of the Seventh Army Symphon.,
and he has played coasiderabi
in Western Europe.
Oboeist Ronald Roseman is a
’imposer as well as a performer.
Ile has been a member of the
Symphony of the Air, the Little
Orchestra Society and the New
York Philharmonic. Besides his
work with the Quintet, he is a
member of the New York Pro
Musiea, and has recorded extensively from both the solo and
chamber music oboe repertoire.

’Friday, March

Last Run for Play

The world-famous New York
1Voo1wind Quintet will appear in
concert Saturday evening at 8:15
in Morris Dailey. Tickets for
tomorrow night’s pro g r a in,
which is sponsored by the Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia Fraternity
and the SJS Music Department,
are on sale in the Student Affairs Business Office for $2.50,

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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ADM.

Salad, baked potato,
garlic bread
Salad, baked potato,
bread and butter

ANGELO’S

ARATOGA

/fil) WLLP

$2.25
$1.35

HSTOE,ASKE

14502 BIG BASIN
ELIZABI Hi lAYI OR

867-3026
RIC HARD

1 SHOWS AT
7.00 & 9:30

BURTON

"THE TAMING OF THE SHREW"
ADULTS
ONLY
WEEK

111111111111111MESIMISEMIMItiv

2ND

Cr Alf

400 S. 1st-294-5544

NOTE: NO IN’

"$100 A NiGHT"

CO HIT

"BUSTING
OUT,,

Piiday, "’larch

Alumni Seek Fands
To Provide Activities’
11,A.
h
MI.
have
A goal tic
’10 Iii,’ ts2Toit,,,
been collected since contributors
"excellence in education" is re,
:ire in the t,rocess
f mailing in
ing the realization stage as tlie
their donations. S.Ithe only
SJS Alumni Association winds up
’t
..S.
California Lee
11,:1,111i
it SOCiatiOn
its personal -solicitation dr.\ ,
taee
Ili,’
.1.
’1.11( ltided
alumni in the Santa Clara county -iolicitutt mu cbs
Underwood.
area.
FEe: was established in 1964 by
Phase One of FEE (Funds for
supplant the gap beExcellence in lalticationi ends , alumni to
accord learns of five itw.e..n "goad" and "great."
Wednesday
!:,-:a!
mini. in -. I,) the alumni association dimembers ea,:h
rect,cr.
I
Patrick Spisal,
,luTwo of the drive for
ate, vice prcsid,a,’
all Motions will be a di Association and 196$ FE!.
campaign ttimed at
man, said that the object
ficemei students throughout
drive is to provide
I,’ ,v’lleh will begin April 1
finance college activities ti

ered by state funds.
"Greatness comes from the tool.gin beyond adequacy. State funds
have provided an adequate school.
The SJS alumni are determined to
build this college into a great university," Spooner ce,nclutled.
Activities aided by FEE include
guest speakers, scholars-in-residence, extra library books and research grants.
Cliff Undeiwood, SJS alumni director, stated. "We have no idea

goal has been set
ke the idiase ’1’ vu drive; this effort will he a basis for SUCCC..:SIVe
fund raising campaigns," concluded
Underwood.
Spearheading the Phase One
drive are team captains, Bill Benson, Ross Fuller, Terry Batt, Ron
Earl, lime Rosenthal. Marilyn
Pauison. Richard Goabbel, Beinie
Bob Hosfeldt
Gould, John
and Paul Baracker.

29.
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Hoover Hopes To Reach $500
As ’Honey Bunny’ Week Ends
Tile patient, 1..,cuise Schroeder,
One week of work by the women Clint’ wuculd raise mono Itoing secof Hoover Hall for the benefit of ’al-ate projects. At last report sec. who is the oldest living cystic ftcystic fibrosis will end this Satur- I unit floor had raised the most ’ brosis victim at age 21, visited the
,-1,crin and talked with the women.
’money.
day.
"The hall had little enthusiasm ’"This visit started the ball rolling,"
According to Judy DeBernardi,
vice president of Hoover, the dorm at first," commented Gaye Theiliz, eonunented Miss Theiliz. "Louise
will have an estimated $500 or howsing manager at Hoover. "But impressed the group because she
,nore to give to the cystic fibrosis t ’tree days before the Honey
numor. We decided
had a sense
Bunny dance an inspiring visit by a
and.
the weok should be de then
Pim
I
h.
chan:;IL
rystie
:ffient
combines
Hall
Each year Hoover
1 o
"Honey Bunny" week viith a fond hills attitodt..raising effort for some g’flexi
In past years work has been for
the March of Dimes and Easter
Seals. This spring the dorm chose
the Naticnal Cystic Fibrosis Research Foundation as their ,aganiFor:rival o!
zation, and $500 as their goal.
"Honey
the
Starting with
Ite", Barber Shop
Bunny" dance on March 23, the
week has been full of money raisfritroutuvs
ing activities.
Sunday nite flicks were shown at
the opening of
Hoover, and popcorn and other rePATRICK SPOONER, 1968 FEE chairman (Funds for Excellence
freshments were sold.
contributions from
in Educath,n1 asks for voluett,ars
Wednesday
through
Monday
Senta Clara C:iunty SJS aiumni. Loo!ting on is Arthur K. Lund,
Hoover residents made beds in the
SJS Alumni Assoc’ation president. The goal for the drive is
a bed,
cents
for
25
dorms
men’s
$25,020, to be used to make SJS a "Great school and not just
and sold donuts, sandwiches and
an adequate one," according to Spooner.
cookies.
* Flat tops, ivy leae.mes, razor cui ting
The biggest event of the week
Is the Slave Sale on which
* Enjoy free coff ee and play pool while you wait
epohew"
to make about $350," said
Miss DeBernardi. To wind up the
Ft ,
OPEN SIX DAYS A Vv’EEK, MONDAY THROUGH
week of activities, the women of
I gAnnary
SATURDAY, FP.OM 800 A.M.-6:00 P.M. APPOINTMENTS
Hoover hope to donate goods to
AVAILABLE MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY, FROM
9 00 A.M.-8:00 P.M.
the flea market Saturday afternoon,
The project has been both a
35 S rut!’ Fourth
293 9811
’
SAN Fr:\ \CISC, ’ , .4.Pi
Pre’iminary 1 - -1 ; lait.. for a $49.2 dorm and a floor pinject, hut each
- , -Milton few -lane second deck on
:
I
’1[11 [Ill
[
’ the Goiden lime Bridge were sub- nitted to the bridge board yesthe new
terday.
I for S1
Carnation Yogurt
Milton Emmet., consulting engineer, declared the second deck is
entirely feasible and the present
thanks you, the student, for trying us, and
Rob ()trow Franks 3 pkgs./S1
span’s grace and beauty could be
promises to keep our prices as low as pospreserved.
sible, on the most complete grocery stock
f:arnation
He said the second deck, with
we can supply, wit-h the best service imaginapproaches and toll plaza, could I
able. --John & Charlie.
pt. 314
I
(.ottage
lIt
lie designed ;aid completed within
, three years.
We Cash Checks With Minimum
’ The bridge capacity would be
And Proper Identification
Purchase
OPEN 7-12 DAILY
iincreased to 53 million vehicles a
I year. The present volume is 29
I million.
Small Grade AA Eggs
1 The lower deck would have four
11 -foot Innes designed for rever254 a doz.
502 S. Tc...nfh & Williams
sible. enc-way traffic to handle
morning and evening commuter
fthflhll
11111111M111111111111111111111111111111111H1111111111111I
N
I
I
I
N
UI
1
111111111111111111111
cush,s.
One lower deck lane could be
.,
allocated to express buses. The
i"
upper deck’s six existing 10-foot
*Al
1-- 1...lanes ’would be c’onver’ted to five
.-- 12-ro7d*Tines, three of Which could
be reversed as required.
.’1
Biuraer said the lower deck
, construction would not interfere
to
1 with upper deck traffic except
,I a minor extent,

Bob Monjarz

Bob’s Campus Burlier Shop

Bnc,ce Ecild Geis
r
Rons
For Second Deck

I’ve Got My Elyt,; On The Man...
in a VA.

Olympuxi Market

s

"417" VA f\10E-’RESS SHIRT
One glance . .
eas trapped by the
biggest man on r
Lis! Really trim and
sharp in his perma nentiy pressed Van
Heusen "417" Vanopress shirt. Made w;!..
, -1 1
the authentic button-down coil
features new Soil -Away procey- : ?it out stains and collar soil withoor
Plus V-Tapir for a slimmer. neater
And new "with it" piitterns and celors.
Say, if looks could kill. I’d really be
out of this scene!

Now froin Van lieu:sea .
the
Pay:ooi t 3r.,o ... the first te

i

Cheese

1

the new

019itipta litttrket

last’

The
Sterling
they
couldn’t
devaluate

di your
contact lenses lead
a clean life?

4

Contact botses can he

Pre -period tablet helps relieve that 2 to I wind
monthly "water weight" gain that can
pain, nervousness, irritability.
Discover Pamprie, the medical formula that helps
relieve your normal periodic weight gain. You see,
in those 4 to 7 days before your period, your body
begins to retain extra water weight. You look puffy.
feel stuffy. The extra weight puts prereure on
delicate tissue causing simple headaches, irritability. nervousnees.
Pamprin gently relieves your body of the extra
water,., puffy look ... stuffy feeling. Works before
and during your period.
Get Pamprin now and be ready to break your
date wath monthly water build up!

pairo!.-e n

MITISI
STEW A I :Nci
So fine a gift.
it’s even sold
n jewelry storeS.
After shave

5.

from $3.50.
Cologne
from $5 00.

Pamprin
Bros:,

heaven ... or hell. They
may be a wonder of
modern science but just
the slightest but of dirt
under the lens can make
them unbearable. In
order to keep your contact lenses as comfortable and convenient as
they were designed lobe,
you have to take care of
them.
Until now you needed
two or more separate
solutions to properly prepare and maintain your
contacts. You would
think that caring for contacts should be as convenient as wearing them.
It can be with Lensine.
Lensine is the one lens
solution for complete
contact lens care. Just a
drop or two, before you
insert your lens,coats and
lubricates it allowing the
lens to float more freely
in the eyes fluids. That’s

because Lensine is an
**isotonic" solution,
which means that it
blends with the natural
fluids of the eye.
Cleaning your contacts
with Lensine retards the
buildup of foreign deposits on the lenses. And
soaking your contacts in
Lensine between wearing periods assures you
of proper lens hygiene.
You get a free soaking
case on the bottom of
every bottle of Lensine.
It has been demonstrated
that improper storage between wearings may
result in the growth of
bacteria on the lenses.
This is a sure cause of
eye irritation and in some
cases can endanger your
vision. Bacteria cannot
grow in Lensine which is
sterile, self -sanitizing,
and antiseptic.
Let your contacts be the
convenience they were
meant to be. Get some
Lensine, from the Munne
Company, Inc.
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Baseballers Open Conference Season
Carlson, it ;
their ,righthan I
they has pit, hi a nrieh better than his
it 0-3 n
; indicates, to get the
BoonSpartans ait and winging in their
Buck
first season in a full WCAC.
Shaw Stadium, followed by a 1
The Santa Clara nine, coached
toworrow
Sal Taormina, figures to be
with
by
p.m. doubleheader
University of California at Santa one of the top teams in the conference Ons year, along with the
Barbara at Municipal Stadium.
Coach Ed Sit.- ik has pitkett’ (1auehos.
Spartan baselaillers open
WCAC season today when
meet the tough Santa Cara
cm in a 3 p.m. encounter at

.
Ro:.1 Po)).;.
rbi’s, alt’ .1_1 batting
a 7-3
had
the Broncos
.ei
I. oing into Monday s game!
iwith Cal Poly of Pomona.
The Spartans continue their ;
j home stand Tuesday against the1
University of San Franc’-,’, Dons
; in a 3 p.m. game ai Municipal
-:),11.1.

Intramurals I (lose Meet Predicted

Spikers Test Cal Tomorrow

There will be a team captains
meeting and umpires clinic for
fastpitch softball at 3:30 p.m.
Wednesday in NIG201, according to
Dan Unruh, intramural director.
Spa: tan thinclads travel to KeiEntries for the fasti4tch compe*ikelcy tomorrow to battle Uni,.ticn are due the same day.
shy of California in what cuu1,1
Applicatii.),, fat officials can be
he one cf Bud Winter’s crew’s
.11
closest meets of the season.
Events begin at 1:15 p.m.
From pte-meet indications, SJS
will have to do well in almost
every event to come out on top.
One event which is a question
mark is the pole vault. According
BLOOD IS NEEDED
to Winter, Cats vaulting pit is
"tricky becnilSe of the wind." Cal’s
Mon. thru Fri. 7 ..m.-3 p.m.
top man, Mike Robinson. has
40 Bassett St.
294-6535

OVER 21?
NEED $S

DO THIS NOW!

; !eared "only" 15-6 this season but
is used tu gusty conditions
’Inch seemed to bother Spartans
Chris Papani(’ulaou and Bob Shiver
at Santa Barbara.
Papanicolaou holds the vaulting
record for a Cal-SJS meet, 16-5,
which he set last year.
SJS distance men Ralph Gamez
two-mile ) and Pete Santos (mile)
are expected to finish first in their
specialties and second in the
other’s race.
Lee Evans has run the fits!

San Jos*

EUROPEAN-JET
CHARTER
FLIGHTS
SAN

$360

ROUND
TRIP

SAN FRANCISCO -LONDON
SEPTEMBER II
$1

35 , 7*A1F,

SAN FRANCISCONEW YORK
JUNE 15

$85

ONE
WAY

Open to students. florally
utuil their families

We know. Morning just isn’t your time to fly. You’re a night
person.
But to survive in the academic jungle, you’ve got to face the
competition. Morning, noon, and night. So if you just can’t get
with it at your 8 o’clock, get with NoDoze.
NoDoz can help restore your recall, your
perception -even your ability to answer questions. And it’s not habit forming.
Who knows? You may become the oracle
of the early birds.

Theta Chi Cagers
Win Championship

FRANCISCO-LONDON
JUNE 12

LONDON-SAN FRANCISCO
SEPTEMBER 12

Tomorrow at your
8 A.M. class, don’t just
sit there.

FAIR SISTER
PRODUCTIONS

For lieserrat.
hiformati llll
Professor Nlage
P. 0. its. 6281
Jose, calif. 9315B
29.1-7874

Tonight at the Balconades Ballroom! FIRE,
\\ HRH HERLD. and THE TREE of LIFE. The
greatest bands for the greatest time. There will
also be a light show by LET THERE BE LIGHT.
an

Be there tonight at 181 \Vest Santa Clara,
Jose.
(o.t S2.110. 1t -c the place to go!!

This Friday

Mar.

i 440 in a Cal-SJS clash. He ran a
146.5 against the Bears last year
but his best this season is 47.0.
In tl-a 440 relay the Spartan
team of Frank Slaton, I3ob Griffin,
Ronnie Ray Smith, and Sam Davis
, will match its season’s best of 40.4
/ against Cal’s 41.5.
1
Spartan halfmiler Jack Malloy
1:52,01 will face a stern test in
Cal’s Jerry Talton I 1:50.8).
The mile relay will once /again
be the featured event as SJS pits
its undefeated team of John Barnlimy, Malloy, Jeff Peo, and Evans
(1»11.31 against a Cal team that
has run a :112.4

29th 9:00 p.m.

siugeni chalier Tours to DPW

A disputed technical foul over an
illegal time-out opened the flood
gates last night as Theta Chi captures! the All -College basketball
championship, 56-44 over Awful Awful.
At the time of the technic-al, Awful -Awful was leading, 40-39. Dave
Gatos sank the free throw, and
Theta Chi gained possession of the
ball. Terry Reich and Gatos both
hit on jumpers and the TCs never
looked back.
The second half surge was a
complete reversal of the first half
in which Theta Chi could manage
only five points over the first 10
minutes. They trailed at the half
23-15.
Gatos led the way for the winners, hitting for 19 points, 10 coming from the charity line. Dave
Mercer tallied 11.
Awful Awful center Mel Torn
:’.,’led in 15.

You no longer have to be a member of
a special group to take advantage of
dollar savin charter air fares.

CIGS

Take an exciting STOP tour of Europe via WORLD
AIRWAYS, largest and finest Charter Airline in the
World. Departures June 18, 23, 25, 28.
Choose from 12 itineraries of 46 to 60 days. From $1180
all-inclusive.

19c

See Europe in the company of fellow students from all over the U.S. and
Canada. Programs tailored with a "young look": discotheques, theatre evenings, sailing parties, escorted throughout by students from British unl..
versities and lots of leisure time tor your personal pursuits and interests.
Also available. 13 spectacular European Programs via the all jet services of
TWA and transatlantic luxury linersthe SS Fr8fICe, Michelangelo, United
States’. Superior hotel accommodations everywhere, first class rail travel,
sightseeing in air conditioned motor coaches, other top qJality features.
211$ 75 days from $1140.35 an-lnetaslva.
’Meet the international safety standards for new ships developed in
1960ior

Kleenex

3 ilershey Bars

St.

1 Roll Jumbo Towels 19e

Clair 5ravel
Town & Country Village
Stevens2m
sCreek
41
Blvd..

1 Box Cheer Soap

24c

2 Bars Ivory Soap

Sc

Ajax Cleanser
Crest large size

Writes First Time Every Time!

IMP

5c
29e

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

BIC PENS
120

5c

2 Rolls Toilet Paper 10e

complete information and comPlimentary brochure:

DOWNTOWN
74 W. San Carlos
297- I 700

10c

’Mt

WITH ANY GAS PURCHASE
Save on Name Brand Gas Too!
Premium
Ethyl
Regular
32.9¢
31.9¢
29.9¢

GRAND PRIX STATION
Corner of Second and William

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.
4th & William
6f5 & Keyes
10th & Taylor

master charge

13f5 & Julia.

YOUNG LADIES . . .
It’s time for you to meet
SANDY GERMAINE
SAN JOSE STATE
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE FOR

THE BEATLES have never heard
this album, neither has MIA FARROW nor
SHIRLEY MACLAINE and DONOVAN. FRANK
SINATRA couldn’t care less and, unless the CIA
got hold of a copy, PRESIDENT JOHNSON and
MRS. HUMPHREY probably haven’t heard it. we
at this moment

would have loved to audition this album for

PRINCESS GRACE, LEE RADZIWILL and
HUGH HEFFNER, but we couldn’t get them on
the phone. MAO TSE TUNG and SHIRLEY
BILL DANA -JOEY

TEMPLE BLACK

have nothing to do with the

CHARLES DE GAULLE and
ELIZABETH TAYLOR, FIDEL CASTRO and
PETULA CLARK, HOWARD HUGHES, DR.
POCK, EDDIE FISHER or JOHNNY CARSON
and JOEY BISHOP. no, none of these people have
heard THE MASHUGANISHI YOGI at this time.
if YOU should decide to BUY this album, these

album, neither does

UNITED AIR LINES
Last summer, Sandy had a wonderful time
and earned a good salary flying the friendly
skies of UNITED as a stewardess. It was a
memorable experience and Sandy would be
delighted to tell you about it.
If you would like to find out about stewardessing with the world’s largest airline,
come and talk to her . . .

kk(.4

YOU TOO MAY FLY
THE FRIENDLY SKIES OF

liner notes will self-destruct in three seconds.
good luck.

MONDAY OR WEDNESDAY, BETWEEN 3:30 AND 4:30 P.M.
IN ROOM 422
AT MAC QUARRIE HALL

FORMAN/ THE MASHUGANISHI YOGI / MN RECORDS/ MM SP4144
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

kfiell
UNITED

Netters Clash With California;
All-Corners Tourney Tomorrow
Spartan netters face their toughest test of the year this afternoon
when they take on University of
California, perhaps the strongest
net squad in Northern California,
at 2 p.m. on Spartan courts.
Cal is led by Chuck Darley and
Mike GilIfillan, two of the finest
players in the area. Darley won
the Northern California Intercollegiate tournament held earlier in
the season, with Gillfillan placing
second.
The Spartans readied them-

selves for the Cal invasion with
la 7-2 thrashing of Santa Clara on
Wednesday. The SJS net ters won
all the singles matches and defaulted two of the doubles.
Spartan winners against the
Broncos were Greg Shephard, Ken
Lowell, John Reed, Roy Orlando,
Randy Berkman and Yosh DeGuchi.
A big blow to the net ters is the
loss of No. 2 seeded John Zwieg
due to an ankle injury. Zwieg was
not needed against Santa Clara

FIRST IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH AND STUDENT CENTER
Lutheran Church

Missouri Synod

374 South 3rd Street
Sunday Services: 8:15, 9:30 and
I I a.m. 2 Blocks From Campus

College Discussion Group
Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m
A. J. Brommer, Pastor 292-5404

R. Nicholus, Vicar

Moderne Drug Co.

but his absence against the Bears
will be sorely felt.
Coach Butch Krikorian was
doubtful that Zwieg would see any
action against Cal, but indicated
that trie team captain has been
doing some light jogging.
Krikorian said that Cal would
have to be rated favorites in the
match, but noted that the Spartans, sporting a 10-1 season record,
have an excellent chance for victory.
Besides planning for the Cal
encounter Krikorian has spent
considerable time in organizing the
San Jose All -Corners tournament
which starts tomorrow at 9 a.m.
at Spartan courts.
The tournament features many
of northern California’s finest netters. Ex-Spartan Rich Anderson Is:
the tourney’s No. 1 seed, followed
by current SJS star Greg Shephard. The hard -serving Sephard is
the defending tournament
champion.
There are more than 64 competitors entered in the tournament.
Semis and finals will be held
Apr. 6-7.

Wilson Leads SJS Randall In Limelight
Frosh Against Cal

SJS’ junior varsity track team
will meet with the freshmen from
the University of California Saturday at 10 a.m, in a preview of
the varsity meet.
Pacing the Spartsbabes is guartermiler Jim Skidmore, coming
off a 48.9 lifetime best record last
week in the triangular win over
Yuba J.C. and Reedly J.C.
Byron Wilson will anchor the
Spartababes 440 relay which will
have to improve its 42.5 if it’s
going to be a winner on Saturday.
Mark Donnell ran an excellent
1:56.8 in the half mile and will
be favored against California.
In the triple jump and long jump
SJS is led by Aldo Donnolia who
has done 44 and 21 feet respectively.

SPARTAN DAILY-7
29, 19C8

Ex-Spartan Golfer Turns Pro

Randall thus joins another
Rosa Randall, January graduate
from SJS, and former All-Amer- graduate Run Cerrudo in the pro
ranks. For the previous two sumican golfer has decided to leave
mers the two of them have travthe amateur ranks and is turning
eled throughout the eastern United
professional.
States, acquiring trophies in variHe left Wednesday to work as a
ous tournaments.
teaching pm for famed Claude
Randall was second in last
Harmon at Winged Foot Country
year’s N(’AA championship, his
Club in Mamoroneck, N.Y. but he best
nat Ill showilw. Ile also so
will be there primarily to learn,
not to teach.
"I’m going to work with HarCARAVELLE’
mon through the summer," said
Division ol BULOVA
the 22-year-old Alameda resident.
"The idea is to prepare myself
for the PGA Tournament Players
School in October.

EUROPE
on* Way

CHARTER JET FLIGHTS

he Northern California Golf Astor
ciation Amateur and Public Links
titles, and teamed to win the
Medal Championship.
-This is the greatest thing that
has happened

to me,"

said Randall.

"If I don’t make it, it won’t be
because I didn’t have an excellent
t,acin’t."

has everything
you’d expect of
a fine watch...

PARIS TO SAN FRANCISCO
August 8 & August 13, MI
August 6 A August 8, 19611
SAN FRANCISCO TO PARIS
August 28, 1948
A limited number of spaces Is available for faculty, staff and students of the
California State Colleges
FARE: $225 ONE WAY

(except a high price)

For information,
Office of International Programs
The California State Colleges
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, California 14132
Note: Thew are not round-trip flights to &rope.

Hudson’s Jewelers
56 S. First
tel. 295-0567

roin$1095
SKIFF "A -Precision jeweled,
waterproof.’ Sweep second
$10.95
hand.
PRINCESS-Precision jeweled,
classic styling, cord bracelet.
$12.95

Professional Pharmacists
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.. owner

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

Just Mention The

Spaptatt cpecial
For These Taste Treats

Spaghetti & Meat Balls
Garlic Bread

$1.50

Dinner Steak & Rigatoni
Garlic Bread

$1.90

iitann0 Cellar
175 West St. John

s NICE’S
:PIZ
b

BEER
By glass or
pitcher

ITALIAN DINNERS
Spaghetti Ravioli
Gnocchi

Weekend Special (March 29-31)

Ravioli $1.00
With this ad

3SI F.. SANTA CLARA
iigNi 9 id hill

OPEN 7 1111"S

FOOD TO CO

11 a.m. to 2 a.m.
../Se-0:40:00000CCOOCCCIZel

56.,1710

"What I like about IBM is the
autonomy. I run my department
pretty much as though
it were my own business!’
"Tell some people you work for a big company and right away they
picture rows of gray steel desks with everybody wearing identical
neckties.
"Well, that’s the stereotype. When you look at the reality, things are
a lot different. (This is Gene Hodge, B.S.E.E., an IBM Manager in
Development Engineering.)
"IBM has over 300 locations. They believe in decentralization, and
they delegate the authority to go with it. To me, it’s more like a lot
of little companies than one big one.
"Take my own situation, for example. I act as a kind of entrepreneur
for my department. I decide if we should bid on certain government
contracts for my group. I also decide the proposal strategy and come
up with all the facts we need to set a bid price. Of course, upper management reviews my decisions, but to a great extent I run my own show.
"Another thing that makes this like a small company is the close relationship with your boss. You’re almost always hired by the manager you’re
going to report to. And you work for him on your own or in a small team.
It’s part of his job to know your long term goals and help you reach them.
"This same interest in the individual also shows up in IBM’s educational programs. I’m getting my Master’s now, and IBM’s paying the entire cost, and some
of the class time is on company time. It makes it a lot easier to get your advanced
degree."
Gene’s comments cover only a small part of the IBM story. For more facts,
visit your campus placement office. Or send an outline of your career
interests and educational background to E. C. Purtell, Jr., IBM
Corporation, Dept C, 3424 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles,
4
Calif. 90005. We’re an equal opportunity employer.

L

1:30

§ WOMEN!
A SALE
FOR YOU
One day cleaning
and styling service
Rag

Mini Falls 100% Human Hair
2 oz. Wiglets 100% Human Hair
2 oz. Frosted Wiglets
100% Human Hair
Cascades Hair Piece
Styro Full Heads
Styr Half Heads

$24.95
$ 7.50

$21.00
$ 5.95

$12.50
$17.50
$ .80
$ .60

$ 7.50
$13.50
$ .55
$ .29

y
Country Club Shopping Center 251-4455
McKee and Toyon Rds., San Jose
Zart12
4.-101*Ife9.1

1

WA +1,;:
Ad or Alt
Card
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Engineenng Prof
Receives Honors

Job Interviews

Phillip M. Blair, a- ociate pro1.1.do
CO. 111:1- lessor of mistanical engineering,
June and summer gnulisates
has been elected to "American
ma) sign up for :sppointment
gl;0114.
1 I
len of Science.- a public:it ion
ii,N
In the Placement il enter, .Vtizz.
listing prominent scientific re234. Sign ups begin eget] ’IlleMlaN
t orth Co. Majors: i wart-hers and professors in the
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Philosophy Club, 7:30 pm.. 1273 /
Dry Creek Itgasl.

College Dept. (Spartan Tr -C)
9:45 a.m. - Morning Seminar
5:45 p.m. - Evening Forum

Dr. Clarence R. Sands.
Pastor
Barry Keiser,
Meets at Tri-C Bldg., 3rd 8 San Antonio
Minister to Collegians
wmieemeimi,.www.mwi

ASS1lehl t inn,
Studnts’
Muslim
12:30 p.m.. E0107, Prayer metting.’

CHARTERS FOR S.C. FACULTY AND STUDENTS

A POLITICAL STUDY TOUR OF EUROPE

DAILY MASS 11:40 a.m. and 4 p.m.

n ill be conducted Ibis sin llllll
by a professor of internie
relations in ihe graduate gehool of a %%elld,nown
uniNcrsity. A two %seek course in contemporar
priiblems
1 in Ettglisli I at the Sorbonne will be supplemented 1)
,entinar, With leading wliolar, and statei,nien 1,11,11an
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FRIDAY 11:40 a.m. only

Spartan OrioceL FS p.m., PER
Bldg. Vulleybil II Tournament.
Milne must consist of rout girls
and four guys and may be tin mi.!!
at door or if formed earlier, call
Kel 223-4058i, Gregg ( 2o6-8:141
or Dennis 1295-48181,

GET WALLED
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Spartan Daily Classifieds

BLOW YOURSELF UP TO POSTER SIZE
Send us any black & white or color snapshot. We’ll blow if up to 2 ft.
X 3 ft. (Poster Size). $4.75 for one, $3.00 for each additional from the
same photo. Inquire as to quantity prices, group rates and special
projects. Original photo returned. Add 25c for handling.

OPERATION BLO-UP, INC.
636 PENNSYLVANIA AVE., S. E.
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20003
,

T7r. --TrreLaeleirisieRel

,

SALE!
of

Intercultural Steering Committee, 5 tm.. Facility Cafeteria.

TRANTIONAL TROUSERS

anistie Awareness Group,
11
s..a: p.m.. 405 S. Seventh St..
Apt. 7.

OFF!
Vate_thti.
stock ,d traditional dress tr. msers
reduced to ’a price. Soli ut from tdl %cool worwool blends and
steds, tropicals, Dac nal
ther f!te imported and domestic. fabrics.
.0.n:NoN ruLALSIER

SATURDAY
Jonah’s %Vail, 7-12 p.m., .1r,:nah’s
\Vail Coffee Hotise. Jazz Qic,rtet.
SUNDAY

I.

$14.95 .. NOW . . $ 7.46
$16.95 .. NOW .. $ 8.46

t’ampus Crusade for ( lerki
,
p.m., 510 S. Eighth si
invited.

. $

$19.95 .. NOW

$22.95 .. NOW .. $11.46

Phrateres International, 5 ;
Progressive dinner. All inactii,.
members invited. For information
contact active.

$24.95 .. NOW .. $12.46
$27.50 .. NOW .. $13.75
Limited
Tinie

MONDAY

$29.50 . . NOW .. $14.75
$32.50 .. NOW .....1.23

Only

DISCOUNT ON ALL MERCHANis
tz/SE-

UGH

rise ERF_DIT
CARDS SiELCOME

Student California Teachers Association, 4 p.m., ED348. Regular
hoard meeting,

AT SATHER GATE
UNIVS:itsiTY MEN’s Situps
lie ritnIC$SCO. settnat LOS natilf WORE
1.00 WO, in 10!),SO.Canainv Natal

University Dames, 8 p.m., Facinvite,1
ii)Jarr,

JAMES SELTZER

MICHAEL COOK

Some Former
San Jose State
Graduates On
Our Staff of
Problem Solvers.
Xerox offers careers
in sales leading to
Marketing Management

HOROSCOPES) Trippy Genethliacal &
,Ity
charts,
amazing
character
snalysis, etc., by an intuitive, practiced
If Augusts 286-9390.
5 ACRES. ;--,ed-C-o-unty Rd. Beautiful
Park Setting. Electric,
--. from San Jose. $18.000.
I Terms, Call Ali:int. 408 438-0400 or
, r
4c9 3_77-4357,
io ACRES. 4 .-i. from Los Gatos. Plenty
Paved County Rd.
Term:. Call Agent. 408 438 or Eves 408 377-4357.
"FALAFEL" Middle Eastern SAND .19. Try it, you’ll love it! Only 30c
9 1-,.S p.m. daily except Sun6 p.m. Slavers Creek, I
’ ’

G11 EAT SPRING SKIING this weekend!
L,6dge between
1. Si we Mt. $3’nife. Call

wArtrED.

HAIRCUTS. You raise it,
ha:rcuts repaired.
- $1.80 $1.80. I. th;,
barber shop? You
5.
betw. San Fernando
C,ars. Hairy Cutter, Prop,
WANTED: One skier to share a wonder.
T,1
Aq.,,ncl
in the snow on this weekend, the 30th & 31st. Call Jim. 2927966.
CHUG CONTEST every Wed, nite at
Magoo’s. Behind Vaughn’s, Ph. 297.7162.
10:15 p.m. 2nd week’s winner. Jack
0 D-nnel. 10:30.11 p.m., 10c beers.
:,:e, pitcher of beer. Semester
1968 Western Europe incl.
43-75 days. $860.00 up plus air
,tIori. Andersen Tours 2552
Way. Berkeley. Calif. 94704.
FLY TWA. Student and faculty group
i,,r California State Colleges.
Jane 20-5ept. 3 SF/LA/London/LA/SF
$466.50. Children 2.12, half price.
Write: Prof. M. L. French, 2552 Ban:. W ,. Berkeley. Calif. 94704.
C-UPDJIEFF :coup forming. Call 265-

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

To Place
an ad:

A RIT WINE & 6 -Kabob at 2020 Lex
Any 1 ’10. Rris., call Al,

Call at:
Classified Adv.
Office - J206

AUTOMOTIVE 121
’62 OLDSMOBILE CONV. Clean, excel.
rn.
d shape. Must sell. 293-9972.
A’t
Rick Fiset.

ROGER SUTTER
JOHN HENDRICKS

RAY RiANCALANA
LOREN WRIGHT

Interviews
March 29,1968

’63 CORVAIR MONZA. New trans. &
difrnl. Red., het., 4.spd. Must sell. 2931608.
’67 HONDA 450. Fresh 3000 mi. tuneup.
Runs superbly. Extras. $750. ’67 Honda
Moped P.50. Fresh 200 mi. tuneup. As
row, $105. Great for guy or gal. 2933416.
’63 DODGE DART 270, 4.dr, Sedan.
R H, Auto. $895. ’62 TR4: R/H,
omen. $1150. 867.0740.
ccii
58 MGA MAGNET. Radio. Heater,
Mu,t sell. Tel. 349A,
,
L
_
. .65 VOLKSWAGEN SEDAN. 1_, cond.
r , ,e A
$1250. 325-

Daily
1:30 to 3:30
Send in handy order

Minimum
Three lines
One day
3 lines

check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.
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R. HULLER

Four days
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THAT" ’101.1 C4NIT
54,4121: /

ct.lva..tE fiZE6ENi

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

4

6 lines
Add this
amount for
each addl.
Honig line

blank.

Enclose cash or check. Make

CLASSIFIED RATES

Contact your placement
office for details

An Equal Opportunity Employer

SPARTA EUROPE ’68 $339. June 18/. Jet non-stop S.F.-Amsterdam
1 o.rd tlip. Call Barbara (yea, group
356-8121.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
,
matried, good students. Also,
- :s f -r single men over
,
wripbell 244-9600.
tvELYN’S FASHION JEWELRY. 40 S.
Inquire about our piercing, 297-

EUROPE

127, sm ’I’ll 101 itTil

ulty C’afeteria. Spring fashion sh.

, etch w,’safety
GIRLS TO WORK at f.) -Hi Amphlie, LOST: GOLD F
Carol at 287,th at Te, Fair during Eastei.
.
,
wk. Must be neat I attractive. Go.go I -9 1’
dancers also apply. Ph. after 6 P.
STOLEN - Mr
& rotes - from
261.5174,
m.torcycle. Ra
’,ran. Al Jaffe,
MEN & WOMEN: $3/hr. guaranteed 295-2026 eves.
2 days trlirin .. Full or part time. LOST: BLACK
i.sts on 3/26
Brush. C, 265 i’725,
ladies .1,1 3,1
106cc, 100 mpg, 4.spd. See at 348 E:,
.,ry. Sentimental
value. Reward I,
Jsr_k:e Nyhus
S. Ilth St. or call 286.8780 5249.
294.29 I 6.
HOUSING (51
’66 COMET Curiente 2-dr. HT. 289, 4spd. Pow. steer. & windows. New tires.
tech. 23 000 mi. White/red int. $1850, FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
PERSONALS. 171
739-3037.
he ,
E 4 others. $40/mo. 294-8352.
’62 YOLKS Delux. sta. waoon. 9 pass. -REFINED, FURN. RMS., male, kit, priv. UTAH/GEMINI
o ,a rflo,..e7 We
Re-blt, erg. at 35,000. 54 000 mi. on N
’an. Don’t ye want
3
cr drinking. 293.3088.
sped. EAC. cond. $900. No trade. 227call us, 293LRGE. 3 RM. APT. fare. $135 inc. all
0414 after 3 p.m.
& Key.
util. Girls or couple. 595 S. 9th, Cali
’56 PORSCHE 365/1600 Coupe. Exc. 759 1547,
IRISH,
& out. $1500, 295-1499 4-8 o.m. FOR SALE: PLEASANT cottage. Santa
1NTUNT
’62 SPRITE MK II. C1ean, Very good Cr
GOOSE
- ’intains. 25 min. from SJSC.Fine
P H
battery, gen. $700 591. y
-eplace. Over ’/2 acre. $14,500. WE DISCRiMINATEI We want only
dirty cars who need oer help. Astorle
C i ’53.2076.
LATE ’61 VW.
New tires, MALE ROOMMATE: Private rm, in apt Auto Wash, 712 S. Isl.
,,ffer. Prof. S..
& garage. $47/mo. 560 CUSTOM-MADE contemporary wedding
29
& engagement rings, diamonds. etc.
0927.
=6
George Larimore, now at OLD TOWN,
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED: 1/2 blk.
Glics._ 354-8804.
FOR SALE (3)
_
’
797 1629. _
WANTED: TRAVELING companion to
2 BEDROOM.
trtrnent.
re.
.. 17Sep+. 6 on Sparta
USED LEATHER COATS, Sac in
1.5
5 p.m. or call
L
,
nears $4 jik.). 151U’Ll
Sharon, 259-1679.
Pei ’,’/s
-Imports, 159 Columbus Ave. corner 29"
NEV., LIL’ SISTERS - Kendra. Les.
. apt. $50 ma. co’o’
Pacific Ave. S. F. 981-5176. Open every FOR RENT: 1.
Cindy. - We
. Priv. bath, carpet, near
roe
day 1 p.m.-7 p.m The grooviest store TV.
luy
’ri FH.
campus. Call 298-5592, 12.7 p.m.
in the world.
SNOOPY ." ,
,al turmoil has
NOBLET LEBLANC Clarinet. Good FOR RENT: Rooms for men. 426 S. 7th.
,? If so, call 287college, Free phone. 6732. 1_,.
cord., with accessories. $150. Call Frank
Kee Rei 323. 294.6019
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom apt, fur,. Neel,
CLOTHES & ODDMENTS for pc’
SERVICES (11)
MO. 706 S. 9th, 292-2021.
,P ’’’net5 L’i.k to we,
E
Beriain Mart, Tues. thru FOR RENT: I Ed.. Fan. Deluxe apt.
RENT
A
STEREO
OR TV FROM Esche’s.
at 36 E. San Antonio.
545 S. 5th St.
LI .
Free LI very, tree service. No contract.
CHROME -RIMS7-47l4inch. Ford. Exc. FEMALE
ROOMMATE needed
im- Ca 25’ -2598.
1 550. 298.0909.
.
3 others 2 bdrrn.
REVERE 1-2260-4.track stereo recorder.
2
f
-ampes. $40/mo. GUARANTEED TYPING. Fast, accurate,
prompt. Will edit. Near San Jose State.
New $240. sacrifice for $100. Call Paul, 1
Mrs. Aslanian, 298-4404.
294-6019. Roc-- 276 B.
FOR RENT: 2 bcirrn., 2 bath apt. $180/
i’
Huse 508 S. 11th, 2 apts. EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Elec- min...1,e each. I male, I fe- tric. Masters - Reports - DissertaHELP WANTED (4)
tions. Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris
. Same addreAve. Call 371-0395 San Jose,
WAITRESS, no experience nec. Must be
FAST, RELIABLE TYPING in my home.
21. Sat. & Sun. nights. 8 p.m.-2 a.m.
LOST AND FOUND lel
Reasonable prices. Call 244.6581. Mrs.
Salary + tips. Apply bet. 3-6 p.m. at
Baiter.
Georoe’s. 1950 S. 1st 5.
LOST AT SCHOOL LAST Wed: "Chan- WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY - Phone
HASHER: for girls b,
I t house. C.,I.
a
gold Daschund puppy w/blk. 948.0944 anytime. Jim Koski.
297-6860.
Please -a11 C"bri at 293.2151.
TYPING - Term papers, thesis, etc.
Experienced, reasonAble. All work guaranteed. Will edit, Pica type. Ph. 2943772.
TYPING - THESIS, term papers. etc.,
esperienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
TYPING. IBM Pica, Esperienced. 2436313 ’? - ‘o 8 p.m.

’he Spartan Daily does not knowingly ’62 MG MIDGET, ked,
sccept advettising irons advertisers who] 6
Call Do,.
,
practice discrimination on the basis of I"a’’ace. color, creed or national origin
’64 VW 1 c. meek, and body. Low
79’
"1-1.
ii :.5.,pfroedrt- .
ANNOUNCEMENTS 11)
SUMMER SPECIAL. bc

i26

Musillu Students’ Assie
2 p.m., I1)210. Quisolie

Students for Kennedy, 8 p.m..
College Union (Student Council
Chambers!, 315 S. Ninth St. Important first organizational meet- ,
init. All students welcome.

Tel. 295-1771

,,modMINE1100414300...MK

Jonah’s Wall, 8:30 p.m., Jonah’s
Wail Coffee House, Dr. At thur
Rogers will speak on "From Meditation to Encounter."
German Club, 2:30 p.m., Cafeteria A. A film about the Rhine
will he shown. Those planning to
attend the picnic at the Pinnacle Sunday should come for final information.

Tuesday: Student Parish Council 6:30 p.m.
Regular Open Meeting 7:30 p.m.

79 S. Fifth St.

A date change has been anmunces1 for the orientation of new
occupational therapy students. Orientation for fall ’67 and spring ’644
oecuptitionitl t herapy students will
be today at 3:30 in H301, instead
I of April 5, according to Professor
Mary D. Booth, chairman of the
department.

$319 L.A.-LONDON R.T. 6-15/9-8 $362 AMSTERDAM/LONDON 6-20
/9-11 PROF. A. MANDEL, S.C. c/o SIERRA TRAVEL 9875 SANTA
MONICA BLVD., BEVERLY HILLS NEW YORK/LONDON RI. 6-17/9-9
$245.00.

Father D. Fosselman
Father L. Largente
Sister Mary Antoinette

ICHAPLAINS:

Th2rapy C3nfab
Slated for Today
is I

with a "peanut butter foam"
actually male of styrofoam. resin
and figerglass and was cast in
cardboard and plywood,
Bids on the banana may be
made Thursday through Sunday
nights at the Wail, 3(8) S. 10th St.
, The final sale will be in a few
weeks. ProrectIN will go to Jonah’s
Wail.

2nd & San Antonio

TODAY

attend.

!marked fragile, has survived display in the Wail since October, ’67.
Rob Janoff, who made the yellow giant in Robert E. Griffith’s
Composition and Design class last
piing, donated the art to Jonah’s
Wail.
Tile non-edible bzillana, (mere I

Newman-Catholic Student Center

8:30 & 11 a.m. - Morning Worship
7 p.m. - Evening Service

’

women

_

First Baptist Church

Spartaguide

married

Perhaps no one knows how many
meals a five-foot banana would
make. ihnvever, such a banana is
offered for sale by Jonah’s Wa,l.
i
the college-community cof
house.
The banana, sitting on top ot a
Em at Company" cratc

For the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

Purrs Corp. Majors: mktg., 1, .
admin., liberal arts.

All

Five-Foot Banana Seeks Home

3.54Print Noma

For

Address

Enclosed Is

Ctty
A CLASSIFICATION
Help Wanted (4)
0 Personals (7)
0 Sorokin (8)
Housing (5)
0 Transportation (I)
Lost and Found HD

Days

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS.
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
95114
Man skew 2 days after placing lor ad te seem
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